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SMALL DOSES:  

ON THE SECOND COVID-19 WAVE AND THE STIMULUS 
The first relief package for the second COVID-19 wave falls short of expectations 
After asserting that people should wait for the Union Budget’s announcements to trickle down 

before seeking a fresh stimulus to cope with the second wave of the pandemic, the government finally 

unveiled a relief package of sorts this Monday. The financial implications of the measures, such as the 

promise of easy small-ticket loans for 25 lakh micro-entrepreneurs and 11,000 tourist agents and free 

tourist visas, have been projected at about ₹6.29 lakh crore by the Finance Ministry. Nearly ₹2.68 lakh 

crore of this is in the form of credit guarantees. A further ₹1.5 lakh crore of guarantees has been promised 

to add to the ₹3 lakh crore emergency credit scheme, but the scheme’s tenure hasn’t been extended 

beyond September 30. Similar backing has been announced for loans worth ₹60,000 crore to COVID-

affected sectors, but only tourism has been publicly identified. Enhancing loan guarantees will perhaps 

give risk-averse lenders more confidence in extending loans when the credit:deposit ratio has hit a multi-

year low. But there is little to make such loans viable by stirring demand for goods and services. Free visas 

are a good idea but are unlikely to gain traction till India has a firmer grip on the pandemic by providing 

vaccines for all, including for those under 18. Loans of ₹1 lakh to ₹10 lakh for travel agents may help meet 

some liabilities or expenses but won’t make people take holidays. Just like last year’s ₹20 lakh crore 
package, the actual outgo from the exchequer this time is minimal and the direct stimulus to demand 

abysmal. 

Additional spending of ₹15,000 crore to ramp up paediatric healthcare, with guarantees for ₹50,000 

crore low-interest loans for health projects in the hinterland, are critical to cope with future pandemic 

waves. It makes sense to direct resources towards health and faster vaccination. But the inclusion of 

measures already announced (such as fertilizer subsidies and food grains for the poor), along with spends 

planned over the next two or five years, and even a ₹77.5 crore bailout plan for an ailing farm marketing 

firm, gives the package just extra padding. Investing time and resources to figure out some form of 

income support for the vulnerable sections in rural and urban areas would have been more helpful. Weak 

demand is a bigger concern for industry this year as high inflation, a propensity to save for future medical 

bills, and an uncertain job market have led to belt-tightening from consumers. If the government is 

hesitant about creating new doles for the fear of them becoming permanent features, it could have at 

least offered some immediate relief for all by addressing the elephant in the room – high fuel prices. This 

would dampen inflation, empower RBI to lend greater support to growth and leave a little more money in 

people’s hands to spend. While the effort to maintain fiscal restraint may impress global rating agencies, 

they would be among the first to acknowledge that there’s a tipping point where policy inaction risks 

hurting the economy’s long-term prospects. 

 

 dose (noun) – an amount/quantity of 

something. 

 stimulus (noun) – impetus, boost, incentive, 

fillip. 

 stimulus/relief package (noun) – an attempt 

by the government to boost economic growth 

and save their country from a financial crisis 

by involving tax cuts, lowering interest rates 

and increasing government spending. 

 fall short of (phrase) – fail to meet/reach; be 

deficient/inadequate/insufficient. 

 assert (verb) – state, claim, announce, 

declare. 

 trickle down (phrasal verb) – pass on benefits 

to the people at the bottom of the pyramid 

(by those at top of the system). 

 seek (verb) – ask for, request, call on, appeal 

for. 

 cope with (verb) – deal with, grapple with, 

handle/manage. 

 pandemic (noun) – the worldwide spread of a 

new disease; The illness spreads around the 

world and typically affects a large number of 

people across a wide area. 

 unveil (verb) – present, announce, 

disclose/make public. 

 of sorts (phrase) – of a kind; not exactly the 

same as something. 

 implications (noun) – consequence/outcome, 

ramification, repercussion. 

 measure (noun) – action, step, procedure. 
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 small-ticket (noun as modifier) – inexpensive 

(thing/items). 

 entrepreneur (noun) – businessman, 

businesswoman, business person. 

 project (verb) – forecast, predict, estimate, 

calculate. 

 Credit Guarantee Scheme (CGS) (noun) – 

Credit Guarantee Scheme (CGS) was launched 

to strengthen credit delivery system and to 

facilitate flow of credit to the MSE sector, 

create access to finance for unserved, under-

served and underprivileged, making 

availability of finance from conventional 

lenders to new generation entrepreneurs. 

 add to (phrasal verb) – increase, boost, 

augment. 

 Emergency Credit Line Guarantee Scheme 

(ECLGS) (noun) – The ECLGS aims to provide 

100 percent guaranteed coverage to the 

banks, non-banking financial institutions 

(NBFCs) and other lending institutions in 

order to enable them to extend emergency 

credit to business entities that have suffered 

due to the Covid-19 pandemic and are 

struggling to meet their working capital 

requirements. 

 tenure (noun) – term, time, period. 

 backing (noun) – support, help, assistance, 

aid.  

 perhaps (adverb) – maybe, possibly. 

 risk-averse (adjective) – relating to someone 

who does not want to take risks. 

 lender (noun) – financial institution (mostly 

bank) which lends money. 

 hit (verb) – reach (a particular point/level). 

 viable (adjective) – reasonable, practical, 

logical, sensible, effective. 

 stir (verb) – spur, drive, propel, stimulate, 

encourage. 

 unlikely (adjective) – doubtful, implausible, 

improbable, questionable. 

 traction (noun) – momentum, purchase, 

popularity. 

 firmer comparative adjective of firm 

(adjective) – strong, vigorous, forceful, 

sturdy. 

 grip (noun) – control, hold. 

 vaccine (noun) – a biological preparation that 

improves immunity to a particular disease. 

 liabilities (noun) – financial obligation, debt. 

 outgo (noun) – outlay, expenditure, 

expenses, spending, outgoings, money spent. 

 exchequer (noun) – treasury, coffers; 

funds/resources/finances. 

 abysmal (adjective) – very bad, awful, 

terrible. 

 ramp up (phrasal verb) – increase (in amount 

or number). 

 paediatric (adjective) – relating to the branch 

of medicine dealing with the health and 

medical care of infants & children. 

 hinterland (noun) – remote areas of a 

country away from the coastal areas/the 

banks of major rivers. 

 make sense (phrase) – be accepted, hold up, 

be credible. 

 vaccination (noun) – treatment with a 

vaccine to protect against a particular 

disease; immunization. 

 subsidy (noun) – also called subvention; a 

financial contribution granted to help an 

industry or business, mostly given by a 

government, in order to keep the price of 

service/goods at a low level. 

 along with (phrase) – together with, 

accompanying. 

 bailout (noun) – an act of providing financial 

help/support by the outside investors to a 

bank/institution or organisation which faces 

serious financial difficulty. 

 bail-in (noun) – a way of helping a bank or 

other institution in financial difficulty, in 

which people/creditors of the bank to bear 

some of the burden by cancelling a part of 

the debt they are owed. 

 ailing (adjective) – weak, poor; in bad/poor 

health or condition. 

 padding (noun) – cushioning, stuffing, 

packing, filling. 

 figure out (phrasal verb) – understand, 

comprehend, work out, find an 

answer/solution to. 

 vulnerable (adjective) – relating to a 

weak/neglected person who is in need of 

special care/support/protection; ill-

protected, easily affected by, prone to, at risk 

of. 

 inflation (noun) – simply meaning “cost of 

living”; increase of price level of goods & 

services and vice versa decrease of currency 

value. 

 propensity (noun) – tendency, inclination, 

predisposition, readiness. 

 uncertain (adjective) – unknown, unsure, 

unpredictable. 
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 lead to (verb) – result in, cause, bring about, 

call forth, give rise to, produce. 

 belt-tightening (noun) – reductions in 

spending. 

 hesitant (adjective) – uncertain, undecided, 

dubious, sceptical, reluctant. 

 dole (noun) – state benefit, government 

benefit, social security, public assistance 

allowance, welfare. 

 address (verb) – tackle, deal with, attend to, 

try to sort out. 

 the elephant in the room (phrase) – it is 

mostly used to refer to a serious problem – 

one which people are aware of, but choose to 

ignore. They think that if they do not talk 

about it, the problem will somehow 

disappear. 

 dampen (verb) – decrease, diminish/lessen, 

reduce. 

 empower (verb) – enable, equip, give the 

power to; authorize, entitle, permit, allow. 

 lend (verb) – give, provide, grant, offer, 

contribute. 

 fiscal (adjective) – financial. 

 fiscal restraint (noun) –  the tax hikes or 

spending cuts intended to reduce (shifts) in 

aggregate demand.  

 (credit) rating agency (CRA) (noun) – a credit 

rating agency is an entity which assesses the 

ability and willingness of the issuer company 

for timely payment of interest and principal 

on a debt instrument. 

 acknowledge (verb) – admit, accept, 

recognize, realize. 

 tipping point (noun) – the point in a 

condition at which a small 

development/change causes major & 

unstoppable changes. 

 inaction (noun) – inactivity, passivity, non-

intervention; negligence, disregard, apathy. 

 prospects (noun) – possibilities, potential, 

expectations, outlook, future. 

************************************************************************************** 

DESERT HOME:  

ON UAE AS INDIA’S CRICKET VENUE 
India seems to have warmed up to the UAE as a cricketing venue after earlier misgivings 

The ICC Twenty20 World Cup’s shift from India to the United Arab Emirates (UAE) was inevitable 

following recurrent waves of COVID-19 infections and the logistical difficulties of hosting an event 

featuring multiple squads. Over the last few weeks, the news first started as a source-based whisper 

before the Board of Control for Cricket in India (BCCI)’s top brass — President Sourav Ganguly and 

Secretary Jay Shah — spoke individually, clearly stating that India would host the championship in the 

UAE. Finally, the International Cricket Council issued a statement declaring that the tournament will be 

held from October 17 to November 14 with Oman stepping in as a co-host for the qualifiers. Once the 

BCCI scheduled the remainder of the Indian Premier League (IPL) in West Asia ahead of the T20 World 

Cup, it was no surprise that the premier championship too would follow suit. With its three grounds at 

Dubai, Abu Dhabi and Sharjah being in close proximity, the UAE cuts out the need for air travel, and teams 

can adhere to bio-bubbles in their respective hotels, an essential requirement in these fraught times of a 

constantly mutating virus. India hosted England earlier this year and the IPL too commenced this summer, 

but the pandemic’s surge meant that the league had to be suspended while a second wind was sought in 

the desert sands prior to the T20 World Cup. 

That for a year India paused its domestic cricket makes it all the more difficult for it to suddenly lend 

its weight to international fixtures at home. Now that the ambivalence has been shed, it is interesting to 

note the emergence of the UAE as a popular neutral venue. Fans of a certain vintage would recall past 

jousts at Sharjah lit up by the legendary exploits of stars ranging from Javed Miandad to Sachin Tendulkar. 

And then India stayed away for a while as talk about bookies and off-field corrupt influences surfaced. 

Meanwhile, terrorism-scarred Pakistan kept the UAE as its home venue as nervous rivals refused to land 

either at Karachi or Lahore. Since then, India has warmed up to the UAE as a cricketing outpost while 

Pakistan has found a few visitors willing to play on its turf. As a second host for the IPL, the UAE has 

always stepped forward and India had an instant solution for its T20 World Cup hosting crisis. After 

winning the inaugural ICC World T20 in South Africa back in 2007, India has suffered a title drought and 

there is a case for course correction. But before that, its dual units have to tackle six limited-overs 

contests in Sri Lanka and five Tests in England. 
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 warm (up) to (phrasal verb) – like, become 

enthusiastic about, become supportive of, 

become excited about. 

 misgivings (noun) – doubt, suspicion, distrust, 

apprehension. 

 inevitable (adjective) – unavoidable, 

unpreventable, inescapable, certain, sure to 

happen. 

 recurrent (adjective) – repeated, regular, 

cyclical, continual, periodic. 

 logistical (adjective) – relating to organization 

and planning of something. 

 squad (noun) – team. 

 source-based (adjective) – relating to the 

point/place from which something is 

originating. 

 whisper (noun) – rumour, gossip, report, 

speculation. 

 top brass (noun) – very important 

person/people. 

 step in (phrasal verb) – intervene, become 

involved, get involved. 

 it is no surprise that (phrase) – as expected, 

as anticipated, as predicted. 

 follow suit (phrase) – emulate, copy, follow, 

take (another’s actions as an example). 

 proximity (noun) – nearness, presence, 

closeness (in a distance). 

 cut out (phrasal verb) – remove, exclude, 

eliminate. 

 adhere to (verb) – abide by, follow, obey, 

comply with. 

 bio-secure bubble (noun) – it is defined as an 

environment/location sealed off from the 

outside world. In tennis/cricket, this would 

mean players, umpires, and support staff 

being housed at the venue itself. 

 fraught (adjective) – worried, troubled, 

stressful, distressed, agitated, distracted, 

distraught (and with many problems). 

 constantly (adverb) – always, continuously, 

regularly. 

 mutating (adjective) – evolving, changing, 

transforming, undergo (genetic change). 

 pandemic (noun) – the worldwide spread of a 

new disease; The illness spreads around the 

world and typically affects a large number of 

people across a wide area. 

 surge (noun) – a sudden rise or increase. 

 second wind (noun) – new energy, new 

strength. 

 sought (past tense of) seek (verb) – try to 

obtain, attempt to find something. 

 pause (verb) – stop, cease, halt. 

 lend weight to (phrase) – to make something 

seem more credible/probable; vouch for, 

certify, support, validate. 

 fixture (noun) – match, game, competition. 

 at home (phrase) – in one’s own country. 

 ambivalence (noun) – a state of having mixed 

feelings about someone or something; 

equivocation, uncertainty, unsureness, doubt, 

indecision, irresolution, irresoluteness, 

hesitation. 

 shed (verb) – discard, get rid of, do away 

with, dispose of. 

 vintage (noun) – year; period, time, era, 

epoch. 

 recall (Verb) – remember, recollect, call to 

mind, think of, reminisce about. 

 joust (noun) – tournament, contest, combat.  

 light up (phrasal verb) – brighten, shine. 

 legendary (adjective) – famous, celebrated, 

outstanding, popular, renowned. 

 exploit (noun) – achievement, 

accomplishment, attainment, triumph. 

 stay away (phrasal verb) – avoid, avert, shun, 

skip. 

 bookie (noun) – bookmaker, a person takes 

illegal bets, particularly on sporting events. 

 off-field (adjective) – happening away from 

the (cricket) ground/pitch. 

 influence (noun) – effect, impact. 

 surface (verb) – emerge, appear, come to 

light. 

 terrorism-scarred (adjective) – damaged or 

spoiled by terrorism. 

 rival (noun) – competitor. 

 outpost (noun) – remote branch, remote 

part/territory. 

 turf (noun) – track, pitch; (cricket) 

playground. 

 step forward (phrasal verb) – give support, 

provide help, offer assistance. 

 inaugural (adjective) – first, initial, 

introductory. 

 drought (noun) – dry spell, dry period; lack, 

unavailability, deficiency of something. 

 course correction (noun) – modifying, 

improving, rectifying (the plan of action).  
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